
The Second Generation
Out side a surreal reality played as sirens with flashing blue and red lights cast an
intimidating presence and announced the advancement of the Darth Vader clones. They
started to march side by side lock step with shields and sticks at the ready. The menacing
blockade of black clad armor helmet, and gas mask all in black were advancing on the
crowed of protesters.  Their advance seemed to energize the more courageous people
among the crowd to meet their advance, and thus incited the crowed toward the
advancing authorities with resentment at their presence.

As the madness played outside the pioneer square Star Bucks coffee shop, Jijin
was hoping his friend would get there soon. Paul was never one to miss a meeting time,
unless there was a reason. As Jijin sat drinking his coffee and waiting for Paul to arrive,
he considered calling when he saw him roll up in that old wheel chare he refused to part
with. As Paul rolled up he gestured towards the crowd and said “political front line
fodder” Paul and Jijin liked to think of themselves as the next generation of active
environmentalist.

In the war against the powers that endangered the environment without concern,
Jijin and Paul considered themselves the Special Forces that went behind the line for the
attack. They decided that a newer approach needed to be used. Instead of being on the
front line and showing their concern through demonstrations or obvious destruction, they
would attack on a different front, a front that is much less guarded, and harder to defend.
They used their professional conservative appearance, and their business position in the
community as camouflage.  Attack from within, and turning power against itself.

They became friends in the military, and when Paul lost his leg’s, Jijin left the
military so he could keep him out of trouble, but in practice it was paul that kept Jijin out
of trouble. Paul had found his genius best flourished on the computer, and finding
information and Jijin was the one who would strategically use the information make the
plans that worked.

The crowed had passed so they could now leave Star Bucks. They needed to get
to Tomahawk Island marina where they had a houseboat. Jijin was a rather strange
person, not really caring what others thought of him or his opinion. As a child Jijin was a
loner, and grew up a loner. However, Jijin had learned to project a face and persona that
said otherwise, but inside he was a loner. Paul was the all American only child from
wealthy family, and grew up in Los Angelus.  They never talked about their time in the
military or how Paul became paralyzed, yet they seemed to know things that are the
average person wouldn’t. Not so much about bombs and guns, but with more focused
indirect methods of breaking things. A touch in the right place could have an
exponentially large effect on the target if it was planned, like the domino effect with each
domino larger than the first until you have a domino large enough to crush your target.

The gate at the marina logged their arrival as they passed through the gate at the
parking lot entrance of where they had the boat moored. Paul scanned the area for
anything out of place. He always was looking for things out of place, “paranoid or
bipolar“he thought to himself, always checking his own sanity. He thought “not too many
sane people doing what they were.”

Once aboard the boat, Paul scanned the deck area until he was satisfied all was in
order. His psychosis satisfied he headed to the rear of the 56 foot boat to the little



motorized dingy tied there. They used the little boat to prevent others from following
them to the meeting, and would leave a trail that dead ended if followed by car.

The sound of the motor boat was familiar to Tonda. Jijin and Paul were late, and
Tonda and Archer were waiting anxiously for their arrival. They knew each other as
allies that worked towards a common goal, and she liked the games they played on
others, she also enjoyed the opportunity to apply her education for something greater,
greater fun, and Archer liked the adventure. Upon their arrival Jijin tied the boat to the
dock in front of the condo complex where Tonda and Archer were waiting. To the two of
them, it was play, just a game. They never seemed to show any concern of getting
discovered and being dealt with. That is probability why they keep getting away with
their games; they never looked slightly guilty.
Tonda and Archer had known each for more years than they could remember. They grew
up with his parents who owned a little farm in northern California, in a town called
Eureka. Tonda’s father was a professor at Humboldt College, and was considered the
most outspoken advocate for the environment. After her father’s mysterious accidental
death when she was 6, Archer’s family took her in, and Archer became her most trusted
friend. After Tonda’s father’s accident, the two of them were like brother and sister they
were so close and knew each other so well that they often finished each other’s
sentences’. The money from the life insurance and the auto insurance settlement left
Tonda with more than enough money. More than she would need in the course of ten
lifetimes and that was after she gave Archer and his family half of it.

Jijin had come across Tonda and Archer at the marina where he and Paul had their
boat. At first sight Jijin thought of the two of them as just another rich couple who were
flashing their wealth to all who cared to notice. To Jijin his boat was just apart of his
camouflage, however he reasoned that those expensive toys were the feeble attempt of
the rich to buy their celebrity status by the cost and size of their toys. However upon a
second look they didn’t fit the mold, and this drove Jijins caution and curiosity meter to
high. If these people were a rich couple, then they would most likely be raised in that
lifestyle including sailing lessons and many years lounging and sailing their new fancy
boats showing off to the other members of their club in constant competition to poses the
nicest toys. However these two just didn’t reflect money. Their body language showed
skill and surety in their movements, and not a life of ease and leisurely lifestyle. Their
sailing skill was nonexistent. Jijin watched as they worked the boat on the Columbia
River, and struggled for at least a half hour before getting the sails up. In time he became
impressed as he watched how fast they got the feel of the boat, and learned the ropes, so
to speak. After a few hours of practice the man moved aside and the girl took the controls
and the show began again with reparative rounding up of the boat as the sail would lean
too far over causing the wind to spill out and the boat turns into the wind and looses the
wind.

After Archer and Tonda tied the boat to the dock, they walked into the little diner
floating at the end of the pier.  Jiin was sitting with his back to the door but watching the
two of them enter by the reflection of the mirror surface of the napkin holder.  After
sitting down, Jijin carefully positioned the napkin holder on the table so he could keep an
eye on things behind him wile being unnoticed with his back to the wall. The two shook
the table as they sat down just behind Jijin’s table. The two of them sat and ordered a
beer and a sandwich from the little menu in the Plexiglas stand on the table. As they sat



there they excitedly talked about the adventure of their first sailing trip and quickly
chugged the beer and ordered more beer and a basket of fries from the little menu. Jijin
enjoyed the moment, as he sat in the homey little diner watching the sun set, and the
water sparkle brighter and then fade as twilight fell on the water. As Jijin sat there
sipping his green tea, wishing it was coffee he enjoyed listening to Tonda and Archer go
on about the excitement of learning to sail, “if that is what they want to call it” he thought
to himself.

After a few beers, the repressed feelings begin mixing with the alcohol and
catalyzing the anger he had towards the “machine” as he called it. As far as he was
concerned, it was the lack of moral judgment of big business that placed profit above the
environment that endangered the planet. Yes he wanted to make them pay for their
negligence, but just below the surface he wanted more. Tanda just sat there and listened,
hoping that the more he talked about his anger, the less it would eat at him.

Things were making sense to Jijin as he overheard the pair talk. They were not
spoiled children but without purpose. He looked at his watch and it was later than he
thought. The sun had sat, and it was time for him to get to his boat. A few minutes later
the lights in the diner began to go out, gently but firmly letting the two guests know the
diner was closing. The man was tenderly yet earnestly trying to get the keys from her
hand while assuring her he was not drunk, besides he wanted to get to the hotel, and to
the comforts of a shower, and a warm bed. However, because of all the beers the woman
insisted they stay and sleep on the boat, besides it had a shower. The woman tired, and
wanting to make an end of the conversation, threw the keys towards the water next to
Jijin’s boat. That way Archer would half to dive in to get them and hopefully the cold
water would sober him up or force him to take a shower in the new sail boat. Without
hesitation or thought, Jijin had grabbed the keys from mid air and then regretted he did so
as two curious looks fell upon him.

A moments silence passed as they pondered the appropriate reaction to their
strange encounter. Quick to think Jijin invited the two to have a drink, thinking the polite
invitation would be pleasantly dismissed and they would take their keys and be off into
the night, leaving him to himself and the claming sounds of the boats against the dock. To
his dismay the woman quickly accepted and began to approach not leaving any room for
either man time to change their mind, so they visited on Jijin’s and Paul’ house boat for
the night talking. After that chance meeting the four of them grew to trust and know each
other. Each had their own reason for playing the games that Paul and Jijin planed, yet the
reason for their coming together was always to “tame the machine”. As time went by they
became a team instead of a partners, and thinking and acting as a team.

The previous objective had just been completed and was still in motion, just
waiting for discovery of evidence that will result in implications of the target. The target
in turn believing that his partners had set him up, will decide to give incriminating
information or face jail. The whole group would surly end up with prison time for the
partners and bankrupt the energy company. Paul, through a small company would then
buy the bankrupt company when it was in liquidated, and sold the equipment and power
transmission lines to another of their companies that had solor and windmills along the
lines. To them it wasn’t their desire to destroy or making a profit from the demise of a
corrupt or destructive company, it was the ability to use the power and the money they
made against larger company’s that were vulnerable and needed to be hunted and killed.



As they were sitting in the living room, Paul placed his laptop on the table and set
up a projector. Looking towards Jijin who was making some tea in the kitchen paul asked
for him to get the lights as Tonda and Archer sat by the fireplace. When Jijin came in and
sat in the rocking chair, Paul began explaining his plan for their next project. Turning on
the projector he started by explaining how a well placed secretary neglected to mail the
insurance check, but an empty envelope to the insurance company. This way the
company was stuck holding the financial bag. And the investors would invested in such a
company deserved loosing on their investment. Further it wouldn’t cost people who
needed insurance and who shouldn’t pay for the fall of a company.

Jijin and Archer approached the bridge and knew it wasn’t likely that any one was
around. The Columbia River was just below them as they worked. They attached a 1 inch
stranded steel cable through holes drilled into the center of the rail. The other end they let
down the bridge support next to the shore. After they climbed down the bridge they led
the cable a brace about three feet below the water line to the other bridge support brace
about the same depth and then up to the rails running along the top of the bridge. There
they attached the other end to the rail about 100 feet away to the opposite rail from where
the other end was tied. When the cable was loose it would lie on the bed of the river
between the two bridge supports, but when tension was placed on the cable, it would
raise up to the depth of the braces. Jijin then attached a second length of 2 inch cable to
the looping cable secured to the bridge tracks, and attached the other half to a section of
tresses at the shore line so the train engine would make it to the end of the bridge before
coming to the damaged tracks. This second steel cable would cause tension on the loop
line connected to the tracks making the loop tight and also hold the looped cable about
three feet under the water line between the two tressels.

Jijin, Archer, and Tonda set sail early in the morning to arrange an accident with
the barges that were scheduled to transport hundreds of logs down the Columbia. Jijin got
out of the boat about a quarter mile from shore and swam to the dock and waited as
Archer turned the sail boat around. The detraction was Tonda on the deck, sunbathing in
a skin colored one piece bikini, and she was sure to distract any one who may be
watching from the tug. The distraction allowed jijin to get aboard the 25 year old tug
unnoticed. Jijin ducked into the latrine and waited until they launched. He watched his
GPS until it showed a specific position. When Jijin had reached the predefined position
shown on the GPS, he left his hiding place and set about his mischievous chores.
Knowing everyone would be busy on deck, Jijin broke the hydraulic fluid line to the
steering box making it look like a wear failure of a 25 year old boat. When he got to the
engine, he took the cover off the air filter canister and placed a bag of oil inside the air
filter of the air intake with a hole in the bottom just large enough to let a small steady
stream pour into the air intake manifold of the big turbo charged diesel engine.  The
stream of oil gave the diesel engine a second source of fuel and caused it to over speed
uncontrollably. The plastic bag would then be sucked into the air intake manifold when it
is small enough and leave no evidence of tampering, just like the failed steering. After
Jijin had completed his chores he left a few bottles of Jim Beam in the captins quarters
and an ounce of marijuana to be discovered here and there when the investigation was
made. His work finished, Jijin jumps from the tug boat and swims straight for shore, to
avoid the oncoming logs being towed behind it.  He reached the shore just in time to see
the tug on its way at high speed without steering and helplessly headed towards hitting



the bridges’ support. The tug collided into the second support of the train bridge at full
speed because of the diesel engine’s over speeding. Hundreds of logs in tow at high speed
tail and collide with the tugs and the bridge. The cable under the water that was placed
there earlier be Jijin, caught the boat as it ricochet off the bridge support and bent and
pulled until it snapped off the rails where it was attached and whipping around landing on
the shore line.

As soon as jijin reached shore, he took his cloths out of a plastic bag that was tied
to his waist and changed into fishing cloths. By the time Jijin was standing on shore by
the bridge,  the crash had already occurred. He couldn’t help being pleasantly satisfied as
he watched the tug boat speed off out of control at full speed with the engines whirling
like an F-15 with its after burners at 90%, soon to burn out and freeze up.

The noise of the tugboat’s engines was fading into the distance. The tug boat had
about a hundred or so logs still attached to the speeding tugboat, as it sped down the
Columbia. When he got to the bridge he dragged the cable that was snapped to the shore
and hooked it to the bumper of his VW Bus. As he drove, he could hear the sirens of
emergency equipment in the distance singling their frustrated approach through the heavy
traffic. He drove down the road with the cable trailing for about a half mile when he saw
a Highway Patrol car approach from ahead with it’s light and sirens blazing. Jijin pulled
to the side of the road and stopped a little heard causing the hook to come undone from
the chrome bumper, and fall to the ground unnoticed. After the lights and sirens passed
by, Jijin gently drove off and turned the radio on to the local news station and listened
with a grin on his face.
Paul got the kites out of the van and checked the remote control release devices he made
from toy planes he bought at the Sharper Image in the mall. Then he attached the long
tails made of light weight stranded aluminum wire to the tail of the kits. The parking lot
was vacant because the line painting that was being done and the entrance was
blockaded.  Paul watched and waited as Archer and Tonda sailed their new sail boat
toward the I-5 Bridge causing the draw to be raised to allow them to sail their boat under
it. Paul set each kit into the wind and spooled the wire until the kites were over the
transformer station about a quarter mile away. The only transformer to power the I-5
bridge and freight train bridge signals for the bridges light signals, and lift. When the
bridge was up Paul pushed the button to the release on the kites aluminum tails, and
letting the aluminum wire drop onto the transformer station thereby shorting them out as
the aluminum vaporized because of the high current of the transformers. The over heating
oil cooling cases overheated, causing them to explode with a loud bang. Paul then
releases the kites and watched as the wire line on the kite contacted the nearby power
lines. No arks or puffs of smoke as the wire touched the power line meaning the power
was out, and a source of a short to deal with when they try to restore the power. With the
power out the bridge it is stuck in the up position, and causing traffic jams on both sides
of the river that soon stretched for miles in each direction.

The south bound freight train loaded mainly with trees, and lumber belonging to
the target, headed for the bridge. Because of the power failure and the confusion, the train
wasn’t contacted and warned to stop. Unaware of any possible danger the train hit the
bent rails caused by the cable tied to them, and derailed and crashed the train with about
80 rail cars in tow. The train crashed into bridge near the shore sanding its cargo over the
side to float down the Columbia.



The four of them drove, or sailed to the red lion inn on Jansen Beach to have an
early dinner, and watch the action caused by the terrible accident. In the lounge the TV
was on and the news reporters were talking, and the bent and knurled bridge was in the
background, and logs and lumber was scattered about in the water and among the
wreckage. Another story was about the out of control tug boat that hit the train bridge and
went on to plow into a marina on Soufe Island and knocking out the Soufe Island Yacht
club boat docks before the engines of the tugboat just quit and the tug ran aground. As
reporters typically like to report on the ca price tag, this time the reporter only said there
was no current estimate of the cost, but it could go into the millions.

The four of them sat at the table and watched the events played on through dinner
and dissert. The waiter had brought the bill and Jijin gave him a couple of hundreds and
said “keep the change.” At the door four large men came in. Jijin instantly saw the bulge
in the coats and figured they were detectives. Jijin quickly stood and starting to walk
towards them when one of the four men asked something just as when the waiter
motioned towards an empty table. The waiter and the pending dinner were enough
distraction to take his attention back to dinner ignoring
Jijin as he paid the bill.  Jijin met the others out side the lounge. Jijin and Paul took off in
the van to look at other opportunities. Tonda looked at Archer with a grin on her face and
said “have you ever flown a plane,” as they headed for the car.

  The investigation concluded the tug boat company was negligence because of
the liquor and drugs found during the investigation. DCH (Dewy Cuttim & Howe) Inc.
was a major timber harvester that ran their forests like a sterile orchard, and not a natural
habitat. The parent company was begging the insurance to cover the accident, but they
said the policy had expired, and because of the illegal contraband that was found caused
the board members to review their other policies with DCH as well.

The costs were more than the company could cover without going bankrupt. The
bankruptcy court also made the parent company liable, forcing the whole concern into
liquidation with proceeds to pay damages, and then the investors.

The land and equipment was more than their small companies could finance, but
much of their competition was gone allowing them to expand their market. This caused a
large producer and supplier of timber and its products to go out of business.  DCH’s
capitol and equipment were tied up for months. This forced use of recycled and
alternative building materials. Companies that worked in recycled lumber and alternative
building materials like the ones that the little group of trouble makers owned, suddenly
got very busy and the market opened up for expansion.


